Pilots – Welcome to Angel Flight Central!
If giving hope and help to those in need is part of YOUR flying goals; we invite you to join us as a
Volunteer Pilot to help fulfill our mission at Angel Flight Central;
“Serving people in need by arranging charitable flights
for access to health care and for other humanitarian purposes.”
Your time, talent and resources make our mission possible. You will fly both children and adults in need
of long distance transportation to medical care, parents visiting their hospitalized child and children with
special needs to camps. Pilots may also participate in disaster response or other humanitarian flights.
Knowing there is someone willing to help with transportation can relieve a large portion of the burden
for families overwhelmed by unpaid medical bills, reaching a medical specialist who can identify or treat
their disease or provide a safe travel environment for a person whose compromised immune system does
not allow them to access public transportation.
Angel Flight Central Volunteer Pilots and ground volunteers have been serving the mid and upper
Midwest since 1995. Flights originate near a passengers residence in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin and link with partner
organizations to reach destinations miles from home. For passengers who must travel commercially (for
medical or other reasons) grant and donor resources may be available.
It is because of passionate, dedicated and generous volunteers and supporters that Angel Flight Central
can extend this unique service. Becoming an AFC Active Command Pilot will make a difference in your
life and in the life of a person who truly needs your assistance.
I invite you to review the Volunteer Pilot Agreement with AFC Requirements on this website and
complete the online AFC Pilot Application. Here’s an opportunity to make a difference while doing what
you already enjoy; FLYING!
I welcome your questions and interest. Thank you!
Brenda Champagne
Operations Director, Angel Flight Central
Brenda@angelflightcentral.org
816-421-2300, Ext 200
www.angelflightcentral.org

